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Carlmont Green Team
I'm currently Co-President of my school's main environmental club, also known as

Carlmont Green Team. Fittingly, although I'm participating in this challenge

individually, I've been posting on our club's Instagram to reach a bigger and

targeted audience.

Mission:

The mission of Carlmont Green Team is to raise awareness about the health of

our planet by promoting green initiatives both in Carlmont High School and our

surrounding community.

Adaptations during the pandemic:

To create positive change during the pandemic, my club is focusing on educating

members on how they can live a more sustainable lifestyle on an individual level.

We've been educating members on a new environmental topic each day of the

month and pairing them with challenges. For instance, our topic for September

was waste. We educated members about how much waste we generate, the idea

of consumerism, waste processes, and solutions. After learning about the

problems, we taught members about the zero waste movement and how 85% of

municipal solid waste could have been diverted to regular recycling and

composting facilities. We had everyone play a quick waste sorting game to

educate members how to sort their waste, watched the Story of Stuff, and

introduced a challenge at the end. The challenge was to send an email to a

restaurant that uses wasteful takeout boxes like styrofoam and black plastic,

and urge them to switch to a more sustainable alternative. This challenge has

already helped ignite change at one of the restaurants we sent an email to,

which was California Pizza Kitchen! 

Mission/strategy shifts:

In prior years, the Green Team was a lot more project-based. We used to work on

various projects on campus like the tri-bin system, school and beach cleanups,

and getting an AP Environmental Science class. While some projects would be

possible remotely, we've shifted to a more educational approach where we have

slides to teach members about certain topics, and then we send them into

breakout rooms to discuss and get to know one another. We're currently

prepping ourselves to take action when it is safe by discussing solutions and

coming up with project ideas! We're thinking about implementing solar panels

this year, and some of our other members are working on installing rain barrels!



One key program that we are running:

Our Article Writing Initiative allows members to write articles on a topic of their

choice and get them published on our club's website! This is actually a new

program that we announced recently, but we already have an editor who is

willing to help edit the articles to make sure they follow AP/journalistic style

and rules. Through our Article Writing Initiative, we are hoping to get more

people inspired to read and write about various environmental topics or things

they're passionate about. 

Partners and allies:

The Green Team leadership team is fairly large for a high school club. My fellow

Co-President, John and I have been leading most of the efforts and doing our

best to keep our members engaged during the meetings. The full leadership

team can be found on the about page of our website. :)

In addition to our general leadership team, many of our members are connected

to external environmental organizations, like SMCOE's Youth Climate

Ambassadors Program, the Sunrise Movement, and Citizen's Climate Lobby. We

have lots of adult connections, some of which have been guest speakers at our

club (Andra Yehogian from YCA, Sundance Banks from CCL, and Adam Lokar from

the City of San Carlos Office of Sustainability. Altogether, our partners and allies

have been a huge help in making our club's mission possible.

Success:

To me and Carlmont Green Team, success means gaining valuable knowledge

about the environment and using our learnings to create sustainable, impactful

change in our community.

https://cmontgreenteam.wixsite.com/gogreen
https://cmontgreenteam.wixsite.com/gogreen/about


Link to my Instagram graphics

Social Media

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s2SsBFvGTzARQ3WLjrX49-eju_4SxaIj/view?usp=sharing
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Day 21: School

Schools are a great starting point to create sustainable change.

While it’s a place to get our education, it’s also a place where we

can identify problems and take actions to solve them. The youth is

a powerful force that have the capabilities to create local and

societal change through their voice and actions. 

As students, we can bring solutions to our school environments by

forming or joining clubs that can help promote ideas and projects.

For instance, Carlmont Green Team has been a place for members

to get involved in projects that help improve our campus’

sustainability. Although it’s a bit harder to continue these efforts

due to the pandemic, we’ve shifted our club’s strategy a bit this

year to accommodate for remote learning. Swipe to learn more

about Green Team!


